Four Seasons, London

May 25-26, 2022

Agenda
GEC 2022
We have created an agenda in collaboration with some of the most
influential business leaders across the globe. Thought leaders and
Industry Icons across 5 continents will share their thoughts, words and
inspiration with you. To further your expansion goals, you will forge relevant
connections with like-minded people in the global business community.

GEC 2022 — Day 1
Time

Subject

08:00 - 08:55

Registration & Tea
Welcome and Greeting by Centuro Global Team

09:00 - 09:10

Opening Remarks – Welcome to the inaugural Global Expansion
Conference!
Natalie Korneitsik & Zain Ali

09:10 - 09:30

Global Expansion: A New Frontier
Professional services and global expansion follow a typically traditional and dated
model. The Centuro Connect platform is revolutionizing the ways companies expand
internationally and consume professional services. Join us for this showcase of the
future of global expansion.
Asma Bashir, Zain Ali (Centuro Global)

09:35 - 10:05

Keynote: Future-proof your business to progress sustainable
development in 2022 and beyond
“The future of our planet is in peril. We must collectively be equipped with the
information, insight and practical skills to save the planet. We will discuss the role
of innovation and disruptive technologies in the fight against global warming, and
the efforts of COP 26, the UN SDGs, and Business & Industry on our journey to a clean
Net Zero.
Mike Azlen (Carbon Cap Management)

10:10 - 10:40

Fireside Chat: Board of the future
What attributes are critical for leaders to navigate global business today and in the
next decade? We will break down the roadmap for building the next generation of
leaders and decision makers.
Ronan Dunne (Six Nations and Verizon), Kate Robertson (One Young World),
moderated by Mike Sergeant

10:45 - 11:00

Tea Break

11:05 - 11:50

Panel Discussion: Expediting new frontier technologies
This session will spotlight how AI, IoT, Robotics, Quantum Computing are disrupting
industries and businesses. What are the challenges and opportunities? It will also
identify the role of Data and how data transforms today’s businesses.
Dr Mimi Zou (Co-Founder, Deep Tech Dispute Resolution Lab, Deriskly Limited )
Dr Riam Kanso (Conception X), Russ Shaw CBE (Tech London Advocates & Global
Tech Advocates), Lorena Farias (Innovation Council UK) and Syrus Lohrasb (CBBF),
moderated by Areiel Wolanow (Finserv Experts)

11:55 - 12:30

panel discussion: the next decade of investment
What are the key trends, sweet spots and buzzword industries in the coming decade
from Remote Work to ESG and Impact Investing. Many companies have also recently
been raising rounds completely remotely without ever meeting investors in person.
This has enabled investors to increasingly look beyond their traditional geographies.
So, what does it take to be a truly global investor, what is the investor looking for in a
pitch and how will this impact fundraising companies over the next decade?
mike azlen (carbon cap), faraz khan (seed ventures) – chaired by areiel
Wolanow (finserv experts)

e

Time

Subject

12:30 - 13:00

panel discussion: the tRuchallenge – putting people fiRst and
humaniZing technology
A journey from Football to Mental Health. How companies need to prioritise the
wellbeing of their workforce and consumers in a technologically advanced and
progressively detached world. gilberto silva (truchallenge), khody damestani &
Jason blyth (mymindpal), moderated by tim chase(TruChallenge)

13:00 14:00

14:05 - 14:40

14:45 – 15:20

15:20 - 15:30

15:35 - 16:10

16:15- 16:45

Lunch & neTworking
panel discussion: technology, talent & the skills gap
What is the landscape for the new world of work, and how can we enable
sustainable and inclusive growth for the next generation of entrepreneurs whilst
building a resilient workforce?
Todd Harrison (Sony Electronics), Debbie Whitmore (McDermott International),
Jean Martin (Mercer), Emily Stewart (Centuro Global)
panel discussion: diveRsity & inclusion, a duty of caRe
The so-called Great Resignation and war for talent has emphasised the need and
duty of companies to embrace diversity and inclusion. This is the key for
companies to innovate from the inside out. However, diversity and inclusion in the
US may look different from diversity in Africa or Asia. How can we create inclusive
organizations truly capable of navigating difference regardless of context?
tracey shelley (bceca), Russ shaw cbe (tech london advocates & global tech
advocates), Roni savage (Jomas associates), dr mimi Zou (co-founder, deep
tech dispute Resolution lab, co-founder, deriskly limited), moderated by
corina balaneanu (innovation partnership)
TEA BREAK
SAUDI ARABIA: THE FUTURE HUB OF GLOBAL BUSINESSES, A THRIVING
GROUND FOR OPPORTUNITIES?
Saudi’s vision for 2030 is unparalleled. Rapid progress and change is shifting
perceptions of it being an oil rich stopover for international executives before
heading elsewhere in the region. A multi-billion dollar push towards
entertainment, infrastructure, state of the art technology and tourism will
prove a gamechanger amidst a push for greater foreign investment. Is now the
time to take advantage?Richard Nicholl (SNC Lavalin), Majed AlSaadi (Saudi
Ministry of Investment), Tahani Al Khayyal (Ministry of Investment),
moderated by Asma Bashir (Centuro Gobal)
discussion: the challenges aRound tax compliance in a Remote
WoRld of WoRk
There are many complex challenges to consider in relation to short term
assignments and remote working in a globalised world. Our panel will assess how
technology and regulations can help organisations with keeping up with the
demands of the modern workforce. khadeeja islam, (agrekko), gillian costain
(laing o’Rourke), moderated by dinesh Jangra (crowe)

16:50 - 17:00

closing session

18:30 - 22:30

gALA Dinner
Dinner & Entertainment, The Centuro Global INT-X Awards Ceremony

GEC 2022 — Day 2
Time

Subject

08:00 - 09:00

Registration & Tea
Greetings and Welcome

09:05 - 09:10

Welcome Remarks

09:10 - 09:40

KEYNOTE: HOW TO BUILD A GLOBAL ECOSYSTEM IN A DIGITAL WORLD
How Rolls-Royce builds, engages and delivers a stronger ecosystem through
collaboration and innovation internationally.
Caroline Gorski, R² Factory, Rolls-Royce
BUILDING A DIGITAL NATION & DOING BUSINESS WITH CHINA
Digitalisation has impacted every area of life. We will hear from Allan Chou by
video to discuss how China is leading the charge in digitisation of an entire nation,
followed by a fireside chat.

09:45 -10:15
Allan Chou (RAIDiCal) - Video FIRESIDE CHAT: Nicholas Littlewood (Rosecastle
Capital), moderated by Syrus Lohrasb (CBBF)

10:10-10:40

fiReside chat - the Role of goveRnment in ai & Regulation
Arti icial Intelligence is changing how we live, work and play. This session will
explore how governments can promote innovation and ensure AI and other
technological innovations are adequately supported whilst balancing the need for
them to be developed and used responsibly.
xiaodong Zhang (agile think tank) – short introduction followed by:
fireside chat - lord tim clement Jones cbe (member house of lords), dr mimi
Zou (co- founder, deep tech dispute Resolution lab, co founder, deriskly
limited)

10:45 – 10:55

Tea Break

11:00 - 11:40

Panel Discussion: The Future of Marketing & Branding - Metaverse,
Web 3.0 and NFTs
The virtual realm known as the Metaverse has only picked up pace over the past 2
years. Is this the future of the internet? How will blockchain technology create new,
enriched customer experiences in virtual worlds? How can brands promote and sell
in the Metaverse using the power of NFTs?
Richard Foster-Fletcher (MKAI), Prof. Yu Xiong (University of Surrey), Mike
Charalambous (Threedium), Arnold Ma (Qumin), moderated by Nina Jane Patel
(Kabuni)

e

Time

Subject

11:45 – 12:15

FIRESIDE CHAT: hoW to scale youR business globally Without sinking
Companies are now dealing with increasingly global operations, with a growing
need for specialized talent. This makes attracting and retaining the right people
difficult for the job. Scaling your company to new international markets can be
daunting. The challenges are unfamiliar, and the requirements are far from
universal, but the business opportunities are endless. Join Mark Hedley, Vice
President of Talent Recruiting, Globalization Partners, as he discusses strategies to
scale your company internationally without sinking.
mark hedley (globalization partners), moderated by seraj toefy (centuro global)

12:15 - 13:15

Lunch & Networking

13:20 - 13:40

Fireside Chat: The Future of Work – the CEO Perspective
As the world becomes increasingly more impacted by globalisation, technology, and
social responsibility, the future of work is changing. We sit down with CEO, Martin
Thaysen to discuss the opportunities and challenges the next decade will hold.
Martin Thaysen (Controlant), moderated by Mike Sergeant

13:45 - 14:15

Panel Discussion: Global Mobility & HR Transformation – working
towards a compliant workforce in a remote world
Global Mobility has been significantly impacted by the global pandemic and is in
urgent need of transformation. We will discuss the future of global mobility with
leaders in the industry.
Catherine Bryne-Hussey (Sky), Zeeshan Khan (Klaviyo), Claire Fielding
(GoCardless), Kelly Hawken (A-GAS), Tony Dullaghan-Stone (Gerson Relocation)

14:20 - 14:50

PANEL DISCUSSION: GLOBAL EXPANSION - CHALLENGES, STRATEGIES &
OPPORTUNITIES
Centuro experts from 5 global regions (Japan, USA, Mexico, Netherlands, UAE) will
unpack solutions and strategies to employ when looking to handle expansion
challenges. Their expertise from different corners of the globe will highlight regional
idiosyncrasies to be aware of.
Steve Burson (Relo Network Asia), Teresa Gordon (Clayton & McKervey), Daniel
Rodriguez (RRSC), Marie O’Neill (EER), moderated by Ann Ellis (Mauve Group)

14:55 – 15:55

live disRuptive technology
Presentation of three fast growing tech companies implementing innovation in their
business models.
michal ukropec (twinzo technologies), Jeremy Sosabowski (AlgoDynamix), dr
keming Zhou (august Int.), moderated by stephen bloch (innovation Warehouse)

16:00 - 16:15

Closing remarks

16:15 - 17:30

Farewell Tea Reception & Networking

Thank you

for Joining us

